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About This Game

Hey, rookie!
You have to go through a series of tests to prove that you are a worthy fighter!

And then prove yourself in the service of the government!

Peculiar properties:
- Funny and unusual gameplay.

- Unique musical accompaniment.
- The game is a representative of the genre " Japanese visual novel "with elements of mini-games"mini-games".

- All characters are animated and look like real!
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Title: NekoCharm
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hestia Games
Publisher:
Hestia Games
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 250 / Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution 16:9

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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I feel like one of Cleopatra's Special Operations Squad members.. Says I have 10.6 hours on Taz's Profile.

10.6/10. The texas is so much fun to play. Yes it is slow as molasses but she hits hard and chews up planes and spits them out.
Seriously my favorite ship to play.. Good entertaining game. Not a top notch video game, but entertaining at the least. Ammo is
everywhere. Drones can be used when needed. For the price; excellent. Would like to see/play more games like this one.
. It is basically a trial and error process until you realize where you are supposed to jump and when do you flip yourself. Some
may argue this is where the challenge comes in. While ripping off Star Wars is generally as decent way to get a game promoted
this game just seems too.....juvenile in it's development....it's the only way i can explain it. You start off the game facing the
wrong side of the console, you can't move while you fight hardly at all and it's just a mindless wave of enemies trying to beat
you by means of attrition (sheer numbers).

This game needs to be less predictable and maybe go in a more creative direction.. The game is good as any good tower defence
- you will have the urge to finish it as fast as possible through progression. It has ONE VERY ANNOYING bug - you will not
notice at first, but when you will get accustomed to shortcuts and going to play fast game sometimes will crash. This will get
very onnoying when you will try to get every achievement. Nevertheless the game is worth buying if you like tower defence.
P.S. this game was made in flash in the past (was played in browser in ancient times).. pros

+ good looking and detailed graphics
+ puzzles are enjoyable. you can also collect ingridients and make potions
+ creepy atmosphere. i like Louisiana setting
+ voodoo story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save

cons

- game could have been longer.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- abrupt cliffhanger ending is rushed and clearly designed to set up a sequel.
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I've actually played this game on mobile, and I've been addicted to it, now that I've it on PC, I can take the game one step
further, since I actually ended up breaking my phone. Rip Touchscreen. You'll not be missed. But seriously, I reccomend this
game! It's easy to start, and just as easy to finish without paying for anything! Especially with no paywalls, I love the game so
much.. A fun addictive game, similar to angry birds. Makes you want to keep playing. The graphics are solid and the animation
is arcade patterned. I would recommend this game for anyone who wants a simple fast paced interactive game.. Excellent,this
DLC is exactly the sort of thing I've always wanted included in Milestones MX franchise. I expect more of this type of stuff in
MXGP Pro!. I like the game... but the multiplier is so laggy please if anyone has a fix or can help please let me know..
Generally, the tutorial is pretty amazing. Author knows exactly when viewer might have a question and covers entire proccess
very thorougly. Despite watching hundreds of similar tutorials on the web, this is the only one truly made UWV unwrapping
logical and simple. So generally, I recommend this tutorial to everyone who has a general grasp of 3ds Max and beginner (or
higher) skill of box modelling.

But also - what I learned or thought while watching this tutorial:

* If everyone would put such insane, almost autistic attention into modelling and texturing as show in this video, games would
each take 50 years to complete. I cannot believe there's a software company boss who pays by the hour and lets any modeller
spend such time and work on a single weapon model. But as a tutorial, it's perfect, of course.

* UWV Unwrapping is a thing human beings SHOULD NOT DO. I still don't understand why those guys at Autodesk keep
adding tools to do it manually instead of - I don't know - writing a proper algorithm to solve this computational question that's
been up and badly handled since 1996. Or if it's really that hard mathematically, maybe let learning computers get crack at this?
When author of this video started unwrapping various bolts and nuts, it seriously made me cringe. I repeat, letting humans still
do this manually is serious waste of talent and lifetime.

* Physically-based texturing and amazing procedural systems like Substance Painter demonstrated in this tutorial probably
single-handedly wipe most of knowledge of old-school modellers. This tutorial hardly uses any photoshop at all. But I think it's
good. This tutorial sets a good case to prove this.

* Doing basically everything using shortcuts makes cramped, horrible case of failed UI design (of 3ds Max) that's only gone
worse, year by year -- almost tolerable. As author does and encourages watchers to do.

So yeah, I highly recommend to watch this if you have any interest in box-modelling, modelling in general or curiosity how far
we've come in tools and tehnique past 15 years.. really good game (: gamehouse did that. the plot was rlly entertaining and this
game is just overall lovely. it has such lovable characters and it's incredibly fun to play. it's also really addictive and getting all
the achievements was easy. 10\/10 would play again and recommend <3. Most brutal soundtrack i had ever listen. Feels like i
am the most strongest gladiotor in the Roman Empire. No one stands in my way. Everybody knee to me, afraid of my sword
swing. You must listen soundtrack.
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